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On the 18th, 19th and 20th of November 2016, more than 350 delegates, labour
militants of all tendencies from 28 countries, gathered at the World Conference
against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour in Mumbai, India. The debates
were introduced by comrades Nambiath Vasudevan (India) and Daniel Gluckstein
(France), and were presided over by fifteen of the delegates. At the end of the
three  days  of  debates,  a  great  many  of  the  delegates  signed  the  “Mumbai
Manifesto  against  War,  Exploitation  and  Precarious  Labour”,  creating  the
International  Workers  Committee  against  War  and  Exploitation  and  for  the
Workers  International.  The  manifesto  is  being  sent  as  an  attachment  to  this
newsletter. In this issue you will read: the statement of proposals recorded by the
World  Conference,  the call  for  “8 March 1917 – 8  March 2017:  Women in  the
Russian Revolution; Women in the Revolution” that  was launched by comrade
Rubina  Jamil  (Pakistan)  and  the  call  made  by  the  young  people  from  seven
countries who participated in the World Conference.

To contact the International Workers Committee against War and Exploitation
and for the Workers International, write to:

• owcmumbai2016@gmail.com
• Nambiath  Vasudevan,  c/o  TUSC,  6,  Neelkanth Apartments,  Gokuldas Pasta

Road, Dadar East, Mumbai 400014 (India)
• Daniel Gluckstein,  c/o Tribune des travailleurs, 34 rue Villiers de l’Isle-Adam

75020 París (Francia) 

THE FOLLOW UP COMMITEE
OF THE MUMBAI CONFERENCE  

Innocent Assogba (Bénin)
Alan Benjamin (United States)
Colia Clark (United States)
Constantin Cretan (Romania)
Berthony Dupont (Haïti)
Ney Ferreira (Brazil)
Daniel Gluckstein (France)
Rubina Jamil (Pakistan)
Apo Leung (China)
Gloria Gracida (Mexico)
M.A. Patil (India)
Mandlenkosi Phangwa (South 

Africa/Azania)
Klaus Schüller (Germany)
Jung Sikhwa (Korea)
John Sweeney (Great Britain)
Mark Vassilev (Russia)
Nambiath Vasudevan (India)

Statements of conclusions
After the delegates to the World Conference Against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour (Mumbai, 18-
20  November  2016)  had  widely  signed  the  Mumbai  Manifesto,  thereby  constituting  the  International
Workers Committee Against War and Exploitation, for a Workers’ International, the following Statement of
Conclusions was presented to the delegates in the name of the conference Presiding Committee.

The Mumbai World Conference heard from delegates and registered different initiatives and campaigns that merit the
support of workers and their organisations all over the world.

1) The Mumbai Conference places its proceedings in
continuity  with  the  best  traditions  of  the
international workers’ movement, underscoring in
particular  the  point  that  workers  and  militants
must,  in  all  circumstances,  be  able  to  circulate
freely to reinforce the relations and joint  actions
among workers in different countries.

That is why the conference condemns all obstacles
that prevented a number of delegates from partici-
pating  in  our  gathering.  Most  specifically,  the
conference  embraces  the  proposal  by a  comrade
from Afghanistan to address a fraternal greeting to
comrade  Rubina  Jamil  and  to  all  the  Pakistani
comrades who were prevented from participating
in the conference because of the refusal  to grant
them visas.

2) The conference was informed of the struggle of the
workers at Maruti Suzuki (India) who have been the
object of repression, including the 11 workers who
have been jailed over the past four and a half years.

The conference proposes to all its participants that
broad labour  delegations  go  to  Indian  embassies
the world over before the end of 2016 to demand
the  immediate  liberation  from  prison  of  the  11
workers at Maruti Suzuki who are still jailed, and
to demand full  labour  rights  for  their  union:  the
Maruti Suzuki Workers Union (MSWU).

3) Strikes, demonstrations, and other actions are the
only  means  by  which  workers  are  able  to  seek
resolution  to  their  demands.  These  actions  are
legitimate. In particular: 

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  delegate
from Germany of the anti-union, over-exploitative
methods  practiced  by  the  Amazone  multinational
corporation,  and  of  the  international  campaign
being waged to compel this corporation to pull back
and meet the workers’ just demands. 

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  delegate
from  Mexico  of  the  struggle  of  the  tens  of
thousands  of  farm workers  in  San  Quintin  (Baja
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California,  Mexico),  who  are  fighting  to  win
recognition of their independent trade union and for
a collective-bargaining agreement.

• The  conference  was  informed  by three  South
African/Azanian young delegates of the struggle of
the Fees Must Fall movement for free, decolonised
education; the delegates asked to pursue and deepen
the campaign in solidarity with this movement, and
to call  on the South African authorities to put  an
end to the repression of student activists.

• The conference was informed by the National
Coordinating  Committee  in  Defence  of  PEMEX,
Mexico’s  state  oil  corporation,  of  the  struggle
waged  to  put  a  halt  to  the  offensive  by  foreign
transnational  oil  corporations aimed at  privatising
Mexico’s oil resources and petro-chemical industry.

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  delegate
from Brazil  about  the  occupation  of  hundreds  of
high schools and universities against the cuts to the
education budget by the illegitimate government of
Michel Temer.

4) In all circumstances, workers the world over stand
in  solidarity with  their  working-class  sisters  and
brothers  who,  on  all  continents,  are  faced  with
repression when they organize for their legitimate
rights, whether it be repression by the bosses or by
the State:

• The conference was informed by two Chinese
worker  militants  at  our  gathering  that  Chinese
workers  have  been  imprisoned  for  “fomenting
unrest to the social order”

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  worker
militant from Romania, who himself spent years in
a  Romanian  jail,  about  the  imprisonment  of  a
mineworker trade union leader, who has been sent
to  prison  for  his  role  in  the  1999  mineworkers’
strike.

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  delegate,
member  of  Black Lives  Matter,  of  the  increasing
repression  and  police  killings  of  the  Black
population  of  the  United  States,  in  particular  of
Black youth.

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  delegate
from Mexico of the struggle waged by healthcare
workers  in  Palenque  (Chiapas)  against  the
privatisation  of  the  national  public  healthcare
system and of the repression against these workers,
in particular against the 156 workers who were fired
for going out on strike.

• The  conference  was  informed  by  a  delegate
from Mexico about the repression unleashed against
the striking public school teachers fighting against
the privatisation of public education.

• -  The  conference  was  informed  by  numerous
delegates  and  in  numerous  messages  that  the
foreign  debt  that  is  strangling  nations  is  not  the
people’s debt; the conference adds its voice to the
demand put forward by many workers’ and popular
organisations  the  world  over  to  cancel  this  debt
immediately.

Regarding all  these situations,  the conference calls for an
immediate end to the repression, and the release of all the
jailed labour militants.

5) The  Mumbai  Conference  opposes  all  wars,
interventions  and  occupations  by  imperialist
countries,  which  represent  a  violation  of  the
sovereignty  of  nations  and  their  right  to  self-
determination. That is why the conference supports
the demands to uphold the sovereignty of nations,
in particular in relation to the information given by
the delegates: 

• From  Haiti:  the  call  for  expanding  the
international  campaign  to  demand  the  immediate
withdrawal of UN-MINUSTAH troops from Haiti. 

• From  Mauritius:  the  call  for  expanding  the
international  campaign  to  shut  down  the  US
military base at Diego Garcia.

• From Afghanistan,  the  call  for  the  immediate
withdrawal of NATO troops, which over the past 15
years have occupied this nation and slaughtered its
population, provoking, as in many other countries,
the massive flight of millions of men, women and
children.

• From  Zimbabwe:  the  call  to  expand  the
campaign to demand an end to the sanctions against
Zimbabwe, and to put an end to all the pressures by
the international institutions to force Zimbabwe to
reverse  its  policies  regarding  land ownership  and
self-determination.

The conference was informed of the appeal to make
the date of March 8, 2017, an event in all countries
to  pay  homage  to  the  Russian  women  who  on
March  8,  1917,  paved  the  way  to  the  Russian
Revolution. 

6) The  conference  registers  the  fact  that  youth
delegates from seven countries launched an Appeal
that they wish to make widely known.



March 8 1917 – March 8 2017
Women and the Russian Revolution - Women and Revolution

Dear Comrades, Friends, Sisters and brothers,

As you all know, we are celebrating 8th March International Women’s Day to commemorate and pay tribute to those
brave women who started their struggle for peace, bread and liberty, and also against the war in Russia in 1917. We all are
proud that these women workers led this struggle.

Comrades, I am a women activist and trade unionist in Pakistan. We are going to celebrate 100 years of the Russian
Revolution, which is still a great benchmark for all the working class, for all the peasants, for all the oppressed people,
youth and also women workers. The Russian revolution is still a great inspiration to all of us.  

Today we, the women, are the victims of the violence, by the state, at home and by the war. In my country Pakistan,
and also in Afghanistan, India, and Sri Lanka, women are facing an enormous kind of violence. Thousands of women
have been killed in terrorists attacked - terror planted by imperialism - whilst they are subjected to the traditional and
social norms that are applicable to women in patriarchal and feudalistic systems, systems that place them as a third-grade
citizens of the society. They face enormous kinds of violence at home and at work place, too.

So let us break all these chains and celebrate March 8th with great zeal, and raise our voices against all forms of
discrimination,  exploitation and injustice.  Let us pay great  tribute to the Russian Working Women who started their
struggle in 1917 for Bread, Peace and Liberty.

I call on all women around the world to start mass mobilisation, to fight for peace and to break all the chains, to
celebrate International Women’s Day on March 8th and hold rallies alongside their male counterparts and with joined
hands to raise the slogans: “Women want peace and liberty! Women say no to war”.

It is also my request to form an International Committee to hold these rallies on the International Women’s Day against
War, Exploitation and Injustice, and to link up with Mumbai Conference against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour
on November 18-20th, 2016.

Let us struggle with join hands to end violence, war and Exploitation.

Long Live the Working Class!

Long Live International Solidarity!

Rubina Jamil, activist and trade union leader, Pakistan

Endorsers of this call and supporters of the international committee: 
BELGIUM : Françoise Cambie, Working Woman  ; Laetitia Coucke, Student activist  ; Nathalie Leloup, trade unionist  ; Monique Lermusiaux, 
retired , trade unionist  ; Laura Moraga Moral, teacher, trade unionist  ; Claire Thomas, teacher , trade union representative  .
FRANCE : Julie Beguerie, teacher , trade union and political feminist activist  ; Katel Corduant, trade unionist  ; Christel Keiser, local councilor
 POID ; Christelle Leclerc, trade unionist  ; Geneviève Marchal, trade unionist ,  Widows and mineworkers wives committee  ; Isabelle Michaud, 
local councilor  PCF ; Marie-José Montout, activist in defense of medical gynecology  ; Marie-Luce Mouly, activist for breaking with the EU and the
Vth republic  ; Martine Jarry, teacher, trade unionist ; Bernard Saas, POID ; Aubery Christine, UAS ; Marie-Louise Pichon, UAS ; Stéphane 
Knapp, POID
GERMANY  : Sidonie Kellerer, academic (Kolhn) ; Claudia Schuller, Germany
GREAT BRITAIN : Jane Doolan, trade unionist Islington Unison - pers cap   ; Doreen McNally, Trade Unionist, Women of the Waterfron.
GREECE : Vassiliki Frangou, writer (Athens), Eva Kallitsi, Student  (Athens) ; Maryse Le Lohé,  Laiki Enotita activist (Athens) ; Sotiria Lioni 
(Nafplio).
HUNGARY  : Anyiszonyan Klàra, retired Chemical industry  ; Somi Judit, editor Munkas Hirlap.
INDIA : Deepti Gopinath, Indian Airport Employees Union ; Sanjeev Kumar Nayak, Odisha Domestic Workers Union ; Gharelu Mahila, Kahgar 
Union, Kanpur ; Juliet, DWWF, Tutikorin, Tamil Nadu ; Shatataraka Katkade, Nanded ; Ravi Teja Sangeetha, Etudiante ; Paankhi Agrawal, 
Ambedkar Periyar Phule Study Circle, IITB ; Sheela Ramanathan, Karnataka Janashakti Mahila Munnade ; Nalini Chandrakant Rout, 
Maharahstra Rajya Anganwadi Sanghatana (Mumbai) ; Manju Meena Lakra, Bharatiya Gharelu Kamgar Snagh (Ranchi) ; K.S. Yesodhara Devi, 
NTUI – État du Kerala, Cleaning Destination Workers Union (Kerala) ; M. Krishnamoorthy, Salt Workers Union, Unorganised Workers Federation, 
Thoothukudi (Tamil Nadu) ; S. Robinson, Democratic Fish and Fishery Workers Union (Tuticorin, Tamil Nadu) ; P. Krishnamal, NTUI ; Madhavi 
Shinde, ICDS ; Shobha Tadalgi, ICDS ; Shashikant Sakni, garvashramik ; Anandu Bhosale ; Sayali Kadam ; Gauri Vaidya ; V. M. Sytar ; 
Mangla Saraf ; Nadira Nadaf ; Anandi Bhoste
ITALY : Valeria Busicchia, teacher  ; Monica Grilli, teacher , trade union representative  ; Elisabetta Raineri,  teacher , trade union 
representative .
MEXICO  : Liliana Plumeda (Mexicali), Alejandra Rivera Arvizu (Tijuana). María Rivera Arvizu, Gloria Gracida, teacher , trade unionist 
ROMANIA  : Constantin Cretan, National Federation of Labour  (FNM) ; Ileana Cretan, Association for Workers ‘ emancipation  (AEM)
RUSSIA : Aliona Glazkova, left activist and journalist , Olga Masson, Workers’ Plateform ; Natalia Kotova
South Africa/ Azania  : Moutloatse Fatimata, Fees must Fall ; Thobile Ndimande, Fees must fall ; Busisiwe Cathrine Seabe, Fees must fall
USA : Colia Lafayette Clark, National Coordinator Judicial Violence Symposium, civil rights movement activist  ; Melina Juarez, Student  ; Millie 
Phillips, Socialist Organizer ; Itzel Calvo Medina, activist in defense of migrant rights .



CALL TO THE YOUTH AGAINST WAR, EXPLOITATION
AND PRECARIOUS LABOUR

We -- young people from India, Afghanistan, Azania (South Africa), the USA, Russia, France and Belgium --
are delegates at the World Conference against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour organised in Mumbai 
the 18th, 19th and 20th of November 2016.

All over the world, the youth are confronted with these three scourges, which are driving humanity more and
more into barbarism.  We don’t accept this future; we vehemently reject it.

Youth from all over the world, from capitalist countries and from countries under imperialist domination, 
share common interests with each other, and with the workers of the world.

The wars that our governments send us off to are capitalist wars. The increasing exploitation is imposed at 
the behest of the capitalism. Precarious labour will never be precarious enough for capitalism. As young people 
we are the first target of the capitalist system, which tries to exclude us from education. They destroy our 
critical minds and intellectual capacity; they destroy our educational institutions, which are supposed to be free-
thinking spaces, by means of privatisation.

Privatisation of education leads to less hours, increasing fees, and restrictive admissions.
Youth all over the world want to overthrow the capitalist system, and we are prepared and willing to fight.

All over the world, governments try to divide us using gender, religion, language, race, ethnicity and caste. 
These are traditional fascist tactics to divide and supress us.

But like the labouring class, the youth are united behind the fight against capitalism.

However, when the youth fight against the governments’ measures, they are faced with brutal repression, as 
we see with the war tactics the State uses against students.

This is evident in the case of Azania, in the “Fees Must Fall” movement. We pledge our solidarity with the 
Azanian students in this fight.

We also acknowledge the atrocities the Afghan people have been suffering over the last 30 years, in the war 
waged by capitalist powers. Every month more than 100 people are killed in the occupation of Afghanistan by 
more than 42 nations. We have similar examples throughout the Middle East and Africa, and the world over.

We want to spread this call to all the youth throughout the world and ask them to endorse the Mumbai 
Manifesto Against War, Exploitation and Precarious Labour. 

First endorsers:  Sami, Afghanistan Left Radical (Afghanistan);  Thobile Ndimande, Fees Must Fall movement (Azania);
Fatimata Moutloatse, Fees Must Fall movement (Azania); Busisiwe Seabe, Fees Must Fall movement (Azania); Laëtitia
Coucke,  Comité Unité (Belgium);  Loïc Ribaud, Jeunesse Révolution (France);  Ravi Teja Sangeetha (India);  Paankhi
Agrawal,  APPSC (India);  Kranthi Kumer,  APPSC (India);  Nilesh Sheran (India);  Sayelli Kodar (India);  Gauri Vaidya
(India);  Baljeet Yadov  (India);  Vijan Ravikumar (India);  Denis Berezutskiy, Workers Platform (Russia);  Aiani-Koli Mars,
Black Lives Matter (USA).

  =>          If you wish to receive more information, if you wish to get in touch, please send your contact details to :  

owcmumbai2016@gmail.com
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